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School’s Out for Summer…
Or Maybe Not
Human children are definitely on summer
break, but that doesn’t mean that fur-children
are. Training classes at the Center continue
right through the summer months, with a new
set of classes starting in midJuly. Consider enrolling in the
next session so that you can be
ready for Fall with a well trained
pooch.

_______________

Dog Days of Summer Fun!
Summer, with all the long, sunny days and
firefly filled evenings, is in full swing. The
sweet days of summer provide us with unique
opportunities for fun with our families, and our
dogs! Living so close to the “big lake” and a
number of dog friendly beaches means plenty
of opportunities for swimming with our canine
companions. Summer is also the opportunity
to try out different activities with your four
legged child. Have a dog that retrieves? Try
Frisbee or a tennis ball launcher. Come by
Coloma’s GladPeach Fest
and check out
the Ultimate Air
Dogs dock
jumping
competition the
first weekend in
August – it’s
not only
retrievers that
love this game. Believe it or not, that is a
Border Terrier in the photo!

Enjoy a hike, a boat ride
or just hanging out with
your four legged buddy.
Just always remember to
carry plenty of water
whatever your activity,
and remember – they
can’t take those fur coats
off. Down time in the shade and plenty of
water is essential for safe summer fun.
Or maybe you would like to see what other
folks with your breed are up to. There’s lots’
going on during the summer months. If you
have a herding breed, look around for an
exhibition of the heavy weights of herding – the
Border Collies. Watching that breed work a
flock is pure canine
poetry! Your dog may
be just as talented.
Got a terrier? Check
the American Kennel
Club website to find
out if there are any Earth Dog Trials in the
area. You’ll soon find out why the terriers are
a “terror” to vermin.
Regardless of what you choose – have fun and
enjoy the beauty of summer.

Summer Safety
Reminder
NEVER, EVER, EVER, leave your
dog in the car by himself.
Temperatures inside your vehicle
can skyrocket and leave your dog
permanently impaired or, even worse
dead, in less time than it takes you to
buy a loaf of bread.
Keep them cool – keep them safe!
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Brags, Brags, Brags J
¤
Welcome to our new Canine Good Citizens,
who were successfully awarded their CGCs
out of the Advanced Beginner class that
finished May 1:
• Kristan Kroening and Max, Golden
Retriever
• Kathy Hartmann and Sam, Chocolate
Lab
• Tiffany Crain and Trudie, Standard
Poodle
VN (pending) Ch Rocky Harbour's Phoenix
Rising of Amity CGC CD TDI WD WRD DD,
Nan Edwards’ Phoenix, earned his Draft Dog
title (DD) on May 20, 2012. The draft dog title
was the final one needed to complete his
Versitility Newfoundland title. This title must be
verified by the national
club, the Newfoundland
Club of America, before
it can be used therefore
he is VN (pending) at
this time. Phoenix had to
demonstrate basic
obedience, negotiate a
tight maneuvering
course with a two
wheeled cart and do a mile freight haul with 25
pound freight load.....all off leash. Serious
kudos there, Phoenix – congrats to you and
Nan!
Little’s Ark Genda’s Princess Pailey, owned by
Sharon Little, earned her Rally Excellent title
on May 25th at the West Michigan Apple
Blossom Cluster in Kalamazoo. She earned a
score of 99 and a first place
ribbon. Pailey also earned her
first leg towards her Utility title
with a score of 182 and a first
place ribbon. WooHoo Pailey!
Vicki Maxa has been racking up ribbons and
titles with her 2 boys, Jackson and Legend.
Jackson, our favorite big black Lab, earned his
U-CD with 3 first place ribbons in UKC Novice
Obedience, as well as a UR02 Rally Advanced
title with 2 perfect scores of 100 and first place
finishes. Legend, that handsome German
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Shepherd, earned 2 legs on
his very own Rally Advances
title with a first place 100 and
a 2nd place 99. Let’s hear it
for Vicki and the boys!
RoLyn’s Jess the Wait is Over, otherwise know
as Jessie everyone’s favorite Chesapeake Bay
Retriever, completed her Rally Novice title with
2 qualifying scores at the West Michigan Apple
Blossom cluster shows over
Memorial Day weekend.
Jessie, who moves pretty
quickly for a 9 year old dog,
scored a 97 for a first place
ribbon, and then completed the
title with a perfect 100 and a
2nd place ribbon. Her dogmom, Mary Beth Depuydt, is seriously proud of
her senior citizen who has now completed her
CD and RA within less than 6 months. Old
dogs rock!
___________

Activities and Competitions:
Rally
Welcome to our new, ongoing column on
activities and competitions available for dogs
and enthusiastic owners. Many of these are
open to all breeds and to “All American Dogs”.
Some activities are breed specific and others
are unique to a type of dog. We’ll talk about 1
or 2 activities per newsletter and maybe tweak
your curiosity.
Rally, also called Rally O
or Rally Obedience,
challenges a dog and
handler team to negotiate
a course of 14 to 20
stations each requiring the
team to perform the task
designated by a posted
sign. Think of it as Simon
Says, only with signs and a dog! Some signs
are simple and straight forward – “Halt and Sit”
- while others require some vigilance on the
part of the team to negotiate correctly – “Call
Dog Front Finish Right”. Handlers get a map of
(continued next page)
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the course when they check in before
competing, then get the chance to walk the
course, minus dog, before the class starts.
Jokingly referred to as the “Zombie Walk”, the
course walk-through is a source of great
amusement to on-lookers, who are treated to
the sight of a continuously moving line of
people heeling, turning, starting, stopping,
pivoting and backing
up, all the while giving
directions to an
imaginary dog. Now
that’s funny!
The performance is
both scored and timed,
and the fastest time is used to break ties.
Everyone starts with a score of 100, and to
qualify the team must finish with at least 70
points. Deviations from perfection in the eyes
of the judge cost the team points. The fun part
is that formal obedience precision is not
required, and you can talk to your dog – it’s
actually
encouraged J and use extra
hand signals to
achieve your
goals. Three
qualifying scores
earn a title and
there are three
levels, Novice,
Advanced and Excellent. The first level,
Novice, is on leash, while Advanced and
Excellent are off leash and include jumps.
The American Kennel Club (AKC), and the
United Kennel Club (UKC) both offer Rally
competition and titles, but only the AKC
competitions are open to All American dogs.
But regardless of the club holding the event,
Rally is just plain fun!

Thoughts on The United Kennel Club
By Guest Contributor Vicki Maxa
(Jackson and Legend’s Mom)
It is fun and exciting to show under both AKC
and UKC rules, but my choice is often to show
at UKC events. The UKC registers over 300
separate breeds; in comparison, AKC registers
just over 150. A UKC show offers the
opportunity to meet some of the rare breeds as
they compete.
The UKC is a performance registry, meaning
that they place significant value on working
dogs. These performance events include
agility, obedience, weight pull, rally obedience,
total junior for the youngsters, terrier racing,
and hunting
programs
that range
from
coonhounds,
pointers,
beagles,
retrievers,
and the
mighty curs
and feists.
Saving the extreme fun for last, the UKC is the
only registry that includes dock diving, which
they term “Ultimate Air.”
Obedience trials (my favorite) tend to add a
few twists. The long down is an honor
exercise, performed while another dog is
working in the ring. The judge asks you to
down your dog, then begins the working
exercises for the next competitor. This means
the down can last for a very long time if the
working dog’s owner has questions, if the
working dog is moving slowly through the
exercises, or if the judge has instructions or
comments for the other handler between
exercises. The recall adds a high jump with
stewards posted on either side, and your dog
must come directly to you without visiting them
or avoiding the jump. In open, the drop on
recall includes a person walking past your dog
while they are lying down to test the strength of
their stay as they work at a distance from you.
The directed signal retrieve is an exercise
(continued next page)
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unique to the UKC and involves the dog
moving in a straight line away from you, sitting
and waiting until signaled
toward one of three gloves,
then promptly returning it to
you.
The UKC has many clubs
and holds over 15,000
shows annually in 25
different countries. Their
two biggest shows are the
Premier, held in June in Kalamazoo, MI, which
featured over 9,000 dogs last year. The
second largest is held at Purina Farms in
Missouri during October, this show is called the
Gateway National. Fortunately for me, the
United Kennel Club headquarters is located in
Kalamazoo, MI, which is close to home! For
more information, visit www.ukcdogs.com and
come on out to a show. I guarantee you’ll
have a great time!
____________

Training Corner Focus on House
Manners…Good Dog, Bad Dog
A good dog ignores people while they’re
eating.
A bad dog begs at the table.
Don’t feed our dog at the table and don’t allow
other family members or guests to do so.
Consistency is extremely important. If your dog
already exhibits this
naughty behavior, some
patience will be required to
correct. Cut off all tidbits
from the table. Require
your dog to “sit” or “down”
in a designated spot for
the meal. You will have to
get up frequently at first to correct mistakes
and reinforce the desired behavior.
Dogs don’t need people food as part of their
healthy diet. Also feeding your dog anything
while you’re eating tells your dog in pack
language that he is equal to the people. In
your household, you should be the pack leader
so this is a message you do not want to send.
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A good dog waits at the door for permission to
proceed.
A bad dog bolts through the door as soon as
it’s opened.
Teach you dog to “sit/stay” at the threshold.
Reinforce the stay until you give a release
command. Keep appropriate treats near the
door (and out of the dogs’ reach) so you can
reward the desired behavior.
This is both a convenience and a safety issue.
You do not want your
dog bolting in to the
street and you don’t
want him to run over
you on the way out.
A good dog does not
jump on people.
A bad dog jumps on people at will.
It is often difficult to teach a dog not to do
something. Often it is easier to teach him to do
something else. If a dog jumps, teach him to
sit/stay. If he is sitting where told, he is not
jumping. This solves the problem. Consistency
and patience is required for the dog to
overcome the excitement that accompanies
frantic jumping.
Have the family/guests ignore the dog
including avoiding eye contact until the dog
has calmed down. Attempts to interact at the
frantic stage just feed that state of mind.
____________

2012 Class Session Schedule
th

¤

Next Session (4 of the year)
• Begins week of July 16th
• Finishes week of September 3rd
Fifth Session:
• Begins week of October 1st
• Finishes week of November 19th
The Training Center takes late November and
the month of December off for the holidays,
resuming the regular training schedule in
January 2013.

